Microsoft 365

Windows 10
To succeed today,
you need the right
platform
Microsoft 365, which integrates Windows 10,
Office 365, and Enterprise Mobility + Security, helps
organizations accelerate digital transformation with
a single comprehensive solution.
Now, organizations of all sizes can better:
Unlock creativity
Promote teamwork
Integrate for simplicity
Sustain intelligent security

“We’re using Windows 10, the Microsoft cloud, and
Office 365 to work together and get better every
day—just as we do across all our race teams.”
Doug Duchardt, General Manager,
Hendrick Motorsports

Gain a more creative, productive workspace

Embrace digital transformation

With Windows 10, people can work more easily and

In Microsoft 365, Windows 10 is built for transformation,

intuitively with voice, touch, and digital ink. Office

offering enhanced protection against today’s security

files are automatically stored in the cloud, so that

threats, a collaborative, creative environment for

you can share and work on documents in real time.

productivity, and flexible deployment options.

And with Remote Desktop, all you need is an Internet
connection to work with files and apps from virtually

More than half a billion devices are already running

anywhere. Cortana, a virtual personal assistant, also

Windows 10*, giving users the benefit of the latest

boosts productivity by helping you stay on top of

innovations in advanced security features, including

tasks and meetings.

Device Guard, Credential Guard, and Windows
Defender Advanced Threat Protection.

Simplify management
With flexible deployment options, businesses of

Protect devices and infrastructure against

all sizes can benefit from Windows 10. You can

modern threats

deploy Windows 10 on Azure with flexible, pay-as-

The safest and most secure Windows ever, Windows

you-go subscriptions, or opt for a more traditional

10 provides critical security capabilities that enable

implementation model. Windows 10 provides a

organizations to effectively guard against malicious

familiar experience for end users and IT pros alike,

activity. For example, Windows Defender Advanced

with enhanced management features for

Threat Detection combines sensors in the operating

deployment, and device and app management.

system with a powerful security cloud service to
detect, identify, and respond to threats. In addition,
identity protection features such as Windows

Choose the latest in device innovation
Design the Microsoft 365 workspace that fits your

Hello combine multiple factors, including facial or
fingerprint recognition for enterprise-grade security.

unique business needs. Windows 10 runs on a wide
range of devices—from Surface products to PCs
and tablets from multiple vendors.
*Day, Matt. Microsoft: Windows 10 is running on 500 million devices. The Seattle Times, May 10, 2017.
http://www.seattletimes.com/business/microsoft/microsoft-says-windows-10-is-running-on-500-million-devices/
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